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a b s t r a c t
20In this paper, equations are derived that describe the mapping of critical boundaries and characteristic
21curves from the three dimensional PQV-surface into the two-dimensional injection impedance plane
22(load impedance plane for both positive and negative resistance). The expressions derived for the critical
23and characteristic curves in the impedance plane form the basis for a new phasor measurement based
24situational awareness method, which uses the results in this paper to identify critical operational bound-
25aries in real time and to visualize the system operating conditions in an informative way. The situational
26awareness method will be described in a later paper, where this paper focuses on the derivations of some
27system characteristics in the injection (or load) impedance plane. The critical curves from the PQV-
28surface that are mapped into the impedance plane are the ones representing the conditions where the
29partial derivatives of the variables P, Q and V in respect to each other become zero. In addition to the map-
30ping of the critical curves, some characteristic curves are mapped as well. These include the mapping of
31the curves of constant P, Q, V and d from the PQV-surface into the impedance plane. All of the mapped
32critical and characteristic curves appear as circles in the injection impedance plane.
33 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
34
35
36 1. Introduction
37 As a consequence of world wide increased political focus on cli-
38 mate changes and thereby an increased focus on reduction of CO2
39 emission, it is anticipated that the share of electric power produc-
40 tion that is based on renewable energy sources will continually
41 increase in the coming decades. This trend is apparent in many
42 countries where especially power production based on wind and
43 solar energy have been rapidly increasing during the last decade.
44 In a power system where the share of power production by
45 means of uncontrollable renewable energy sources (such as wind
46 or solar energy) is gradually increasing, the power production
47 becomes more decentralized where the production units are often
48 relatively small and spread over a wide area in the power system.
49 In systems where the amount of wind power production has been
50 signiﬁcantly increased, the existing transmission system is not al-
51 ways designed to cope with the new production patterns. In many
52 cases, it would be desirable to strengthen existing transmission
53 system, but due to an increasing political and public resistance
54 against further expansion of high voltage transmission grids, future
55 expansions could possible be limited.
56 Another possibility, instead of strengthening the current trans-
57 mission system, would be an operation of the existing power sys-
58 tem closer to its critical boundaries. Such system operation
59requires a trustworthy online monitoring of these boundaries.
60The formation of the power system towards increasing utilization
61of uncontrollable sources of renewable energy combined with gen-
62erally more stressed transmission system, necessitates a research
63within the ﬁeld of methods providing situational awareness for
64the power system operation in real time. A situational awareness
65involves both a knowledge concerning the current operating point,
66its distance to critical operational boundaries and knowledge of
67how the operating point could be controlled to increase distance
68from the critical boundaries.
69With the introduction of phasor measurement units (PMUs)
70[1,2], synchronized measurements of the system voltage and cur-
71rent phasors became possible. With a widespread usage of PMUs
72in electric power system, a time synchronized snapshots of the sys-
73tem conditions can be updated with a repetition rate equal the sys-
74tem frequency. Several approaches for optimal PMU placement to
75obtain full observability of the system conditions have been
76reported [3–5]. The high repetition frequency of PMUs measure-
77ments opens up for the development of new applications of
78wide-area monitoring, detection, protection and control [6–12].
79Present and potential applications of phasor measurements have
80been documented in several surveys [13–15].
81One potential application of phasor measurements is to utilize
82them for obtaining real time situational awareness, where the sys-
83tem stability boundaries are monitored in realtime. As a part of the
84process of developing methods that assess system stability in real
85time, it can be useful to express critical system boundaries in terms
86of measurable system quantities, such as system injection
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87 impedances (the term injection impedance is used to denote a load
88 impedance where the resistive part can be positive or negative).
89 Expressing the system boundaries in the injection impedance
90 plane, real time measurements of the injection impedances can
91 be held against the boundaries, hence providing an assessment of
92 the system stability.
93 This paper describes analytical derivations for themapping of some
94 useful characteristics of a three dimensional PQV-surface into an injec-
95 tion impedance plane. The presented expressions for the characteristic
96 boundaries form the basis of a situational awareness method that ex-
97 ploits results from this paper for real time stability assessment and
98 informative visualization of observed system conditions.
99 2. Critical curves on a PQV-surface
100 The two bus system and the relevant notations for system vari-
101 ables used in the following derivations are provided in Fig. 1. The
102 relationship between receiving and sending end voltage (E and
103 V), active power P and reactive power Q can be written as:
104
V4 þ V2ð2ðRP þ XQÞ  E2Þ þ ðR2 þ X2ÞðP2 þ Q2Þ ¼ 0 ð1Þ106
107 A solution for either P, Q or V has to be determined if a PQV-sur-
108 face is to be plotted. Rearranging (1) and solving for P gives the two
109 solutions below:
110
P½1 ¼ 
RV2 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Q2ðR2 þ X2Þ2 þ ðR2 þ X2ÞðE2  2QXÞV2  X2V4
q
R2 þ X2
ð2Þ112
113
P½2 ¼ 
RV2 þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Q2ðR2 þ X2Þ2 þ ðR2 þ X2ÞðE2  2QXÞV2  X2V4
q
R2 þ X2
ð3Þ115
116 Letting RP 0 and X > 0, then P[2] represents a solution where P
117 is always negative while P[1] represents values of P that can be po-
118 sitive as well as negative. All possible positive values of P are hence
119 described by P[1], given the constrains for R and X considered
120 above.
121 The entire PQV-surface is described by the two solutions P[1]
122 and P[2]. By deﬁning a region S that contains all points on the
123 PQV-surface and subregions S1 and S2 that contain the solutions
124 of P[1] and P[2] respectively, then S = S1 [ S2 is valid.
125 Similarly, by manipulating (1) expressions for Q and V can be
126 written as:
127
Q ½1 ¼ 
XV2 þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P2ðR2 þ X2Þ2 þ ðR2 þ X2ÞðE2  2RPÞV2  R2V4
q
R2 þ X2
ð4Þ129
130
Q ½2 ¼ 
XV2 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P2ðR2 þ X2Þ2 þ ðR2 þ X2ÞðE2  2RPÞV2  R2V4
q
R2 þ X2
ð5Þ132
133
V ½1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðRP þ XQÞ þ E
2
2
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E4
4
 ðXP  RQÞ2  E2ðRP þ XQÞ
svuut ð6Þ
135
136
V ½2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðRP þ XQÞ þ E
2
2

ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E4
4
 ðXP  RQÞ2  E2ðRP þ XQÞ
svuut ð7Þ
138
139
V ½34 ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðRP þ XQÞ þ E
2
2

ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E4
4
 ðXP  RQÞ2  E2ðRP þ XQÞ
svuut
ð8Þ 141
142Thereare twosolutions forQand four solutions forV. Thesolutions
143V[34] give negative values for Vwhich has no physical meaning and
144are therefore not of interest in the following. The solutions V[12] re-
145sult in positive values for V, and are used in the following derivations.
146If the regions S3 and S4 represent the set of points described by
147Q[1] and Q[2] respectively and the regions S5 and S6 represent the set
148of points described by V[1] and V[2] respectively, then the equalities
149S = S3 [ S4 = S5 [ S6 are valid.
150The expressions provided in (2)–(6) can be used to visualize the
151relationship between P,Q and V as a three dimensional surface. Such
152surfaces are depicted in Fig. 2 where the values E = 1, X = 0.1 and
153R = 0.01 are used. Both surfaces are plotted for positive values of P.
154On the surface in Fig. 2a several curves of constant load power
155factor h are shown. Projecting these curves onto the PV-plane gives
156the traditional nose curves (PV-curves), which are often used in
157voltage stability analysis. Curves of constant receiving end power
158P are plotted onto the surface in Fig. 2b. Projecting the curves of
159constant P onto the QV-plane gives the QV-curves, which are as
160well commonly used for voltage stability analysis. The resulting
161PV-curves and PQ-curves from the surfaces in Fig. 2a and b are de-
162picted in Fig. 3a and b respectively.
163Besides the curves of constant power factor h and constant
164power P, two curves of critical importance for stability studies
165are depicted as well. The ﬁrst curve intercepts the curves of con-
166stant power factor h when P is at maximum and represents the
167conditions where the partial derivative @P
@V is zero. The second curve
168represents conditions where @P
@Q ¼ 0.
169Both curves represent limits for maximum deliverable power P
170for different system condition. The curve @P
@V ¼ 0 represents maxi-
171mum deliverable power P when the sending end voltage E is ﬁxed
172and the relationship between P and Q is linear (that is changes in P
173are proportional to changes in Q). The curve represents as well the
174condition for maximum deliverable power Pwhen the value for the
175reactive power Q is constant.
176The curve @P
@Q ¼ 0 represents the maximum deliverable power P
177when the sending and receiving end voltages (E and V) are con-
178stant. The curve could be used as boundary for the maximum
179deliverable power between two busses, where the voltage at each
180bus is kept constant. This boundary may be relevant for rotor angle
181stability as the boundary represents the conditions for maximum
182power P that a source of constant voltage magnitude can inject into
183the system. The curve described by @P
@V ¼ 0 represents the situation
184when the maximum deliverable power P to the load is reached for
185a ﬁxed load factor h and is of interest in voltage stability studies.
186With regard to the development of real time stability assessment
187methods, itmight be of interest tomonitor an instantaneous operat-
188ing point and determine its margin from the critical boundaries
189where the partial derivatives in Fig. 2 become zero. Monitoring
190and visualizing multiple operating points on a PQV-surface is not
191convenient as the shape of a PQV-surface is dependent on the value
192of ZLN associated with each operating point. On the other hand, a
193mapping of the main characteristics of a PQV-surface into an injec-
194tion impedance plane enables the monitoring of multiple operating
Fig. 1. The simple two bus system and the notations of relevant system variables
used in the paper. E and V are sending and receiving end voltage magnitudes
respectively, P and Q are active and reactive power at the receiving end, ZLN and ZLD
are line and injection impedance respectively.
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195 points since it enables normalization of the monitored operating
196 points in such a way that the same critical boundaries apply to all
197 points. Before mappings of characteristic curves from the PQV-sur-
198 face can be described, it is necessary to identify some important
199 equalities that enable an analytical derivation of the mappings.
200 3. Characteristics of the surface
201 As necessary background for the mapping of the critical curves
202 on the PQV-surface into the injection impedance plane, the follow-
203 ing relationship must be valid:4
When
@P
@V
¼ 0; then @Q
@V
¼ 0: ð9Þ
When
@P
@Q
¼ 0; then @V
@Q
¼ 0: ð10Þ
When
@Q
@P
¼ 0; then @V
@P
¼ 0: ð11Þ206
207 In the following subsections it is shown that (9)–(11) are valid
208 statements.
2093.1. Proof of when @P/@V = 0 then @Q/@V = 0
210Differentiating the expression for P[1] in (2) with respect to V
211yields:
212
@P
@V
¼ 2RV
R2þX2þ
VðE22QXÞðR2þX2Þ2X2V3
ðR2þX2Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Q2ðR2þX2Þ2þðR2þX2ÞðE22QXÞV2X2V4
q ð12Þ
214
215Setting @P
@V ¼ 0 and solving for Q results in: 216
Q ð@P=@V¼0Þ ¼
XðE2  2V2Þ  ER
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4V2  E2
p
2ðR2 þ X2Þ ð13Þ 218
219If P[2] is used instead of P[1] when determining the partial derivative
220in (12), the same expression for Q as in (13) would be obtained. The
221result in (13) reveals two solutions for Q, that describe the curve
222where @P/@V = 0.
223It can be seen that (13) is valid for V in the range [E/2,1]. An
224description of the entire PQV-surface can be obtained from Eqs.
Fig. 2. Relationship between P, Q and V when the sending end voltage E and the line parameters are constant. Above, curves of constant power factor are shown for different
values load angle h. Below, curves of constant power P are shown on same PQV-surface. Fig. 3 shows the projection of these curves onto the PV-plane and the VQ-plane
respectively. Curves where the partial derivatives @P/@V and @P/@Q become zero are depicted as well.
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225 (2) and (3), which correspond to the subregions S1 and S2 respec-
226 tively. Inspection of (13) reveals that the solution with the negative
227 sign lays entirely in S1 while the solution with the positive sign lays
228 partially in S1 and S2. The values of Q(@P/@V=0) obtained by the solu-
229 tion with the positive sign should therefore be applied into P[1]
230 when the voltage V is in the range [E/2,E/(2 sin/)] and applied into
231 P[2] when V is in the range [E/2 sin/,1[. If the values of Q(@P/@V=0)
232 are not applied in P[1] and P[2] as described, then they do not rep-
233 resent the set of points on the PQV-surface where oP/@V = 0.
234 The aim is to show that when @P
@V ¼ 0 then @Q@V ¼ 0. Differentiation
235 of the expression for Q[1] in (4) in respect to V results in:
236
@Q
@V
¼  2XV
R2 þ X2
 VðE
2  2PRÞðR2 þ X2Þ  2R2V3
ðR2 þ X2Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P2ðR2 þ X2Þ2 þ ðR2 þ X2ÞðE2  2PRÞV2  R2V4
q
ð14Þ238
239 Setting @Q/@V = 0 and solving for P results in:
240
Pð@Q=@V¼0Þ ¼ RðE
2  2V2Þ  EX
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4V2  E2
p
2ðR2 þ X2Þ ð15Þ242
243 The results are the same as the one that would be obtained if
244 Q[2] would have been used instead of Q[1] in (14).
245 An analysis of the two solutions for P(@Q/@ V=0) reveals that the
246 expression is valid for V in the range [E/2,1[. By inspection of
247 the solutions for (15) it can be seen that the solution with the
248 positive sign lays entirely in the region S1 while the solution with
249 the positive sign lays partially in S1 and S2. The values of P(@Q/@V=0)
250 obtained by the solution with the negative sign represent points in
251 S1 when the voltage V is in the range [E/2,E/(2 sin/)] and represent
252 points in S2 when V is in the range [E/(2 sin/),1[.
253 By constraining expression for P[1] in (2) by inserting the
254 expression with the positive sign for Q(@P/@V=0) in (13) (which lays
255 entirely in S1) gives:
256
P¼
2RV2þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2XE2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R2E2ð2VEÞð2VþEÞ
q
þE4R2þ4X2V2E2X2E4
r
2ðR2þX2Þ
¼
2RV2þE
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðREþX ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð2VEÞð2VþEÞp Þ2q
2ðR2þX2Þ
¼RðE
22V2ÞþEX
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4V2E2
p
2ðR2þX2Þ ð16Þ258
259The above expression for P, which is constrained by oP/@V = 0, is the
260same as the expression for P with the positive sign in (15) where
261oQ/@V = 0. It is therefore proven that the curve on the surface where
262@Q/@V = 0 is the same curve as the one where @P/@V = 0.
2633.2. Proof of when @P/@Q = 0 then @V/@Q = 0
264Differentiation of the expression for P[1] in (2) with respect to Q
265yields:
266
@P
@Q
¼ QðR
2 þ X2Þ  XV2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Q2ðR2 þ X2Þ2 þ ðR2 þ X2ÞðE2  2QXÞV2  X2V4
q ð17Þ
268
269Setting @P/@Q = 0 and solving for Q yields:
270
Q ð@P=@Q¼0Þ ¼ 
XV2
R2 þ X2 ð18Þ 272
273This result would be obtained as well if P[2] is differentiated in
274(17) instead of P[1]. By inspecting the expressions for Q[1] and Q[2]
275in (4) and (5) it can be seen that the expression for Q(@P/@Q=0) is
276identical to Q[1] and Q[2] when the term under the root equals zero.
277This means that the curve representing @P/@ Q = 0 is at the bound-
278ary of regions described by Q[1] and Q[2] (S3 and S4 respectively).
279Therefore, the expression for Q(@P/@Q=0) represents the intersection
280between Q[1] and Q[2] (Q(@P/@Q=0) = S3 \ S4). This results in that (18)
281is valid for all values of V in both expressions of Q[1] and Q[2] in
282(4) and (5) respectively.
283The aim of this subsection is to show that when @P/@ Q = 0 then
284@V/@Q = 0. Expressions for the positive voltage magnitudes (V[1]
285and V[2]) were derived in (6) and (7). Differentiation of the expres-
286sion for V[1] in respect to Q yields:
287
@V
@Q
¼ 2RðXP  RQÞ  E
2X  X
ﬃﬃﬃ
d
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2d
ﬃﬃﬃ
d
p
þ 2dðE2  2ðRP þ QXÞÞ
q ð19Þ
289
290where d = 4(RQ  XP)2 + E2(E2  4(RP + QX)). Setting oV/@Q = 0 and
291solving for P results in:
292
Pð@V=@Q¼0Þ ¼ RQ  E
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃQXp
X
ð20Þ 294
295This expression would have been obtained as well, if any one of
296the four solutions for thevoltages (V[14] in (6)–(8))wouldhavebeen
297differentiated in (19) and used to determine P(@V/@Q=0). Eq. (20) is va-
298lid for negative Qwhen X is positive (inductive) and vice versa.
Fig. 3. PV-curves and QV-curves resulting from a projection of the curves of constant power factor in Fig. 2a onto the PV-plane and the projection of the curves of constant
power in Fig. 2b onto the QV-plane. Note that y-axis in (b) shows the reactive power injection Qi and has therefore opposite sign to Q in Fig. 2b.
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299 To show that @P/@Q = 0 and oV/@Q = 0 are identical, the expres-
300 sion for Q(@P/@Q=0) from (18) is put into the expression for P[1] given
301 by (2). Doing so gives:
302
P½1 ¼
RV þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R2E2 þ X2E2
p 
V
R2 þ X2 ð21Þ304
305 This expression can be achieved by inserting Q(@P/@Q=0) from (18) into
306 the expression for P(@V/@Q=0) with the positive sign given by (20):
307
Pð@V=@Q¼0Þ ¼
RQ ð@P=@Q¼0Þ þ E
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃQ ð@P=@Q¼0ÞXp
X
¼ ðRV þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R2E2 þ X2E2
p
ÞV
R2 þ X2 ð22Þ309
310 Since the same result is obtained by constraining the surface de-
311 scribed by P[1] with Q(@P/@Q= 0) as by constraining the curve described
312 by P(@V/@Q=0) with Q(@P/@Q=0), it is proven that the curve on the surface
313 where @V/@Q = 0 is the same as the curve where @P/@Q = 0.
314 3.3. Proof of when @Q/@P = 0 then @V/@P = 0
315 Differentiation of the expression for Q[1] in (4) with respect to P
316 yields:
317
@Q
@P
¼ RV
2 þ PðR2 þ X2Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P2ðR2 þ X2Þ2 þ ðV2E2  2V2RPÞðR2 þ X2Þ  R2V4
q ð23Þ
319
320 Rearranging and solving for P, when @Q
@P ¼ 0 results in.321
Pð@Q=@P¼0Þ ¼  RV
2
R2 þ X2 ð24Þ323
324 This is the same result as would have been obtained if Q[2] in (5)
325 would have been differentiated in (23) instead of Q[1]. Inspection
326 of Eqs. (2) and (3) for P[1] and P[2] respectively, reveals that P(@Q/
327 @P=0) is identical to P[1] and P[2] when the term under the root equals
328 zero. This means that the curve representing @Q/@P = 0 is at the
329 boundaries of P[1] and P[2] (@Q/@P = 0 at S1 \ S2). Therefore, (24) is
330 valid for all values of V in either P[1] or P[2].
331 The aim is to show that when @Q/@P = 0 then @V/@P = 0. Differ-
332 entiating the expression for V[1] in (6) in respect to P yields:
333
@V
@P
¼ 2XðRQ  XPÞ  E
2R R
ﬃﬃﬃ
d
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2d
ﬃﬃﬃ
d
p
Þ þ 2dðE2  2ðRP þ QXÞÞ
q ð25Þ
335
336 where d = 4(RP  QX)2 + E2(E2  4(RP + QX)).
337 Rearranging and solving for Q, when @V
@P ¼ 0 results in.338
Q ð@V=@P¼0Þ ¼
PX  E
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
RP
p
R
ð26Þ340
341 If any one of the four solutions for the voltages (V[14] in (6)–(8))
342 would have been differentiated in (25) and used to determine Q(@V/
343 @P=0), the same expression is obtained. Eq. (26) is valid for negative
344 P if R is positive and vice versa.
345 Inserting the expression for P(@Q/@ P=0) form (24) into the expres-
346 sions for Q[1] and Q[2] in (4) and (5) yields:
347
Q ½1 ¼ 
XV2 þ EV
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R2 þ X2
p
R2 þ X2 ð27Þ
Q ½2 ¼ 
XV2  EV
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R2 þ X2
p
R2 þ X2 ð28Þ349
350 Same results would be obtained if the expression for Q(@V/@P=0) in
351 (26) would have been constrained by inserting P(@Q/@P=0) from (24).
352 This proves that the curve on the PQV-surface where @Q/@P = 0 is
353 the same as the curve where @V/@P = 0.
3544. Transformation of the critical curves into injection
355impedance plane
356The following sections describe the mapping of the curves on
357the PQV-surface, that represent the set of points where the partial
358derivatives become zero, into the injection impedance plane.
3594.1. Transformation of the curve that represents @P/@Q = @V/@Q = 0
360into injection impedance plane
361By writing the expression for Q(@P/oQ=0) from (18) in terms of
362apparent injection impedance ZLD results in:
363
Q ð@P=@Q¼0Þ ¼ 
XV2
R2 þ X2 ¼
V2 sin h
ZLD
ð29Þ
365
366and solving for ZLD results in:
367
ZLD ¼  ZLN sin hsin/ ð30Þ 369
370From (30) it can be seen that the curve that represents @P/@Q = @V/
371@Q = 0 is mapped as a circle in the injection impedance plane. The
372circle intercepts the origin of the plane, the complex conjugate of
373the line impedance and the negative of the line impedance. That
374is, the curve where @P/@Q = @V/@Q = 0 appears as a circle with center
375in the impedance plane at (RLD = 0,XLD = r) where r is the radius of
376the circle and can be expressed as:
377
r ¼ ZLN
2 sin/
ð31Þ
379
3804.2. Transformation of the curve that represents @Q/@P = @V/@P = 0
381into injection impedance plane
382Revisiting the expression for P(@Q/oP=0) in (24), which satisﬁes the
383conditions @Q/@P = @V/@P = 0, and equating it to an expression for P
384in terms of apparent injection impedance ZLD results in:
385
P ¼  RV
2
R2 þ X2 ¼
V2 cos h
ZLD
ð32Þ
387
388and solving for ZLD yields:
389
ZLD ¼  ZLN cos hcos/ ð33Þ 391
392From (33) it can be seen that the curve that represents @Q/@P = @V/
393@P = 0 is mapped as a circle in the injection impedance plane. The
394circle intercepts the origin of the plane, the real conjugate of the line
395impedance and the negative of the line impedance. That is, the
396curve where @Q/@P = @V/@P = 0 appears as a circle with center in
397the impedance plane at (RLD = r,XLD = 0) where r is the radius of
398the circle and is expressed as:
399
r ¼ ZLN
2 cos/
ð34Þ
401
4024.3. Transformation of the curve that represents @P/@V = @Q/@V = 0
403into injection impedance plane
404Previously, it was shown that the expression for P(@Q/@V=0) in (15)
405and the expression for Q(@P/@V=0) in (13) describe the same curve on
406the PQV-surface where @P/@V = oQ/@V = 0.
407Furthermore, it was stated in Section 3.1 that the solution for
408P(@Q/@V=0) with the negative sign lies entirely on the same surface
409as the solution of Q(@P/@V=0) with the positive sign. By rewriting
410and manipulating the solutions for P(@Q/@V=0) and Q(@P/@V= 0) that
411lie on the same surface gives:
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412
Pð@Q=@V¼0Þ ¼ RðE
2  2V2Þ  XE
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4V2  E2
p
2ðR2 þ X2Þ ¼
RA XB
C
ð35Þ
Q ð@P=@V¼0Þ ¼
XðE2  2V2Þ þ RE
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4V2  E2
p
2ðR2 þ X2Þ ¼
XAþ RB
C
ð36Þ
414
415 where A = (E2  2V2), B ¼ E
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4V2  E2
p
and C = 2(R2 + X2). The aim is
416 to derive an expression for the curve where @ P/@V = @Q/@V = 0. For
417 that purpose, the following relationship is utilized:
418
V2
ZLD
 !2
¼ P2 þ Q2 ð37Þ
420
421 Inserting the expressions for P and Q in (35) and (36) into the above
422 equation gives:
423
V2
ZLD
 !2
¼ R
2A2  2RXABþ X2B2
C2
þ X
2A2 þ 2RXABþ R2B2
C2
¼ ðR
2 þ X2ÞðA2 þ B2Þ
C2
¼ ðA
2 þ B2Þ
4ðR2 þ X2Þ ¼
V4
Z2LN
ð38Þ
425
426 and solving for ZLD results in:
427
ZLD ¼ ZLN ð39Þ429
430 Hence, the set of points on the PQV-surface that describe @P/
431 @V = @Q/@V = 0 appear as a circle in the injection impedance plane
432 with center at the origin and radius equal to the magnitude of
433 ZLN . This was an expected result and is in accordance with the well
434 known maximum power transfer theorem for AC networks.
435 4.4. Graphical representation of the critical curves in the impedance
436 plane
437 Fig. 4 shows a plot of the three borderlines of interest. It has
438 been shown that the curve where oP/@V = @Q/@V = 0 appears as a
439 circle in the impedance plane with its center at the origin and a ra-
440 dius equal the size of the line impedance ZLN. This curve is plotted
441 as a black circle in the impedance plane and it can be said to rep-
442 resent the maximum deliverable power through ZLN when the
443 sending end voltage is maintained ﬁxed as well as h or Q.
444 The curve where @P/@Q = @V/@ Q = 0 is plotted as a red1 circle in
445 the ﬁgure. This borderline represents the maximum deliverable
446 power through the line impedance ZLN when both the sending
447 end and the receiving end voltages are ﬁxed. This borderline could
448 be useful in determining the maximum transferrable power be-
449 tween two subsystems where the voltage in each subsystem is
450 maintained constant by local generators.
451 The third curve shown in Fig. 4 (green line) represents the situ-
452 ation where @P/@Q = oV/@Q = 0. This borderline represents the situ-
453 ation where maximum or minimum reactive power is transferred
454 through ZLN when both the sending end and receiving end voltage
455 is ﬁxed. This curve is of limited interest when studying stability in
456 power system.
457 5. Transformation of other characteristic curves on the PQV-
458 surface into impedance plane
459 The previously derived mappings of the critical curves where
460 the partial derivatives on the PQV-surface are zero, are useful in
461 stability studies [10]. For the purpose of establishing meaningful
462 visualization of a given operating condition in injection impedance
463 plane, the mapping of curves of constant P, Q, V and d become of
464interest. In the following section, the mappings of those curves
465are derived.
4665.1. Curves of constant P
467In order to derive expressions for curves of constant P in the
468injection impedance plane, the expression (6) is used. In order to
469relate the values of P to ZLD, it is necessary to express V and Q as
470a function of those variables:
471
V2 ¼ ZLDP
cos h
ð40Þ
Q ¼ P tan h ð41Þ 473
474An expression for values of constant P described as a function of
475ZLD is obtained by raising (6) in powers of two and inserting the
476expressions for V2 and Q from (40) and (41). After manipulation,
477an expression of ZLD as circle in polar coordinates can be obtained:
478
ZLD ¼ r0  cosðhuÞ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2 þ r20  sin2ðhuÞ
q
ð42Þ 480
481where
482
r ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E4  4E2RP
4P2
s
r0 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X2 þ R2 þ E
4
4P2
 RE
2
P
s
tanu ¼ X
 R E22P
 
484
485The expression in (42) represents the set of points in the injec-
486tion impedance plane where the receiving end power P is constant.
487Curves of constant power appear as circles in the injection imped-
488ance plane. In the above, r0 is the distance from the origin to the
489center of the circle, r is the radius of the circle and u is the angle
490between the positive real axis and the line connecting the origin
491and the center of the circle.
4925.2. Curves of constant Q
493In order to derive expressions for curves of constant Q in the
494injection impedance plane, the expression in (6) is used again
495along with the following expressions for V2 and Q:
496
V2 ¼ ZLDQ
sin h
ð43Þ
Q ¼ P tan h ð44Þ 498
499Inserting (43) and (44) into the square of (6) and solving for ZLD
500gives the following expression in polar coordinates:
501
ZLD ¼ r0  cosðhuÞ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2 þ r20  sin2ðhuÞ
q
ð45Þ 503
504where
505
r ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E4  4E2XQ
4Q2
s
r0 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X2 þ R2 þ E
2
4Q2
 XE
Q
s
tanu ¼
 X  E22Q
 
R 507
508Eq. (45) represents a circle in the injection impedance or a ﬁxed va-
509lue of Q. In the above, r0 is the distance from the origin to the center
510of the circle, r is the radius of the circle and u is the angle between
1 For interpretation of color in Fig. 4, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.
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511 the positive real axis and the line connecting the origin and the cen-
512 ter of the circle.
513 5.3. Curves of constant V
514 In order to derive expressions for curves of constant V in the
515 injection impedance plane, (3) is used along with the following
516 expressions for P and Q:
517
P ¼ V
2
ZLD
cos h ð46Þ
Q ¼ V
2
ZLD
sin h ð47Þ519
520 By inserting (46) and (47) into (3) and solving for ZLD results in the
521 following expression in polar coordinates.
522
ZLD ¼ r0  cosðhuÞ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2 þ r20  sin2ðhuÞ
q
ð48Þ524
525 where
526
r ¼ EV
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R2 þ X2
p
V2  E2
r0 ¼ V
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R2 þ X2
p
V2  E2
tanu ¼ XR528
529 The curves of constant voltage are represented as circles in the
530 injection impedance plane. As before, r0 is the distance from the
531 origin to the center of the circle, r is the radius of the circle and
532 u is the angle between the positive real axis and the line connect-
533 ing the origin and the center of the circle.
534 5.4. Curves of constant voltage angel d
535 In order to derive expressions for curves of constant bus voltage
536 phase angle d in the injection impedance plane, the following
537 expressions for P and Q are used:
538
P ¼ V
2
ZLD
cos h ð49Þ
P ¼ EV cosðdþ /Þ  V
2 cosð/Þ
ZLN
ð50Þ
Q ¼ V
2
ZLD
sin h ð51Þ
Q ¼ EV sinðdþ /Þ  V
2 sinð/Þ
ZLN
ð52Þ 540
541Setting (49) equal (50) and solving for V results in:
542
V ¼ EZLD cosðdþ /Þ
ZLN cos hþ ZLD cos/ ð53Þ 544
545Similarly, setting (51) equal (52) and solving for V gives:
546
V ¼ EZLD sinðdþ /Þ
ZLN sin hþ ZLD sin/ ð54Þ 548
549Finally, setting (53) equal (54) and solving for ZLD yields:
550
ZLD ¼  ZLN
sin d
 sinðdþ / hÞ ð55Þ 552
553This equation represents a circle in the injection impedance plane
554for constant values of d. The circle represented in (55) has a diam-
555eter equal ZLN/sind and intercepts the origin of the injection imped-
556ance plane and the point ZLD ¼ ZLN for all values of constant d.
557Each circle obtained from (55) represents the conditions for two
558different values of constant d; that is when d = d0 and when
559d = 180 + d0 where d0 is arbitrary. Therefore, it has to be investi-
560gated which part of the circle represents constant d = d0 and which
561part represents constant d = 180 + d0. For simplicity, it is
562assumed that 0 6 d0 < 180. If d0 = 0, then (55) reveals that the
563circle representing d = d0 and d = 180 + d0 has an radius going to-
564wards inﬁnity and these conditions are represented by the straight
565line that intercepts the origin and the point where ZLD ¼ ZLN . An
566inspection shows that the part of the line between the two singular
567points (the origin and the point where ZLD ¼ ZLN represents the
568condition where d = ± 180 while other parts of the line represent
569conditions where d = 0.
Fig. 4. Graphical representation of the critical lines in the injection impedance plane.
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570 If the line intercepting the origin and the point where
571 ZLD ¼ ZLN is used to split the impedance plane into two halves,
572 then by inspection it can be shown that all of the circles represent-
573 ing a constant d lie in both halves. The curves of constant d, when
574 d = d0 are represented by the part of the circle laying in the left half
575 plane while the condition where d = 180 + d0 are represented by
576 the part of the circle laying in the right half plane. Fig. 5 illustrates
577 how the same circle in the impedance plane represents two differ-
578 ent conditions of constant phase angle d, depending on in which
579 half plane the circle parts lie in.
580 5.5. Graphical representation of the characteristic curves in the
581 impedance plane
582 Figs. 6 and 7a and b illustrate how curves of constant P,Q, V and
583 d appear in the injection impedance plane. The ﬁgures represent
584 the situation when ZLN ¼ ð1\/Þ and / = 75.
585 Fig. 6a shows how the curves of constant receiving end power P
586 appear in the complex injection impedance plane. Inspection of the
587 curves of constant P, reveals certain symmetry in how they appear
588 in the impedance plane. Values of constant positive P appear as
589 circles in the right half plane and the radius of the circle gradually
590 decreases as the power is increased toward the point of maximum
591 deliverable power. The point of maximum deliverable power is
592 where the injection impedance is equal the complex conjugate of
593 the line impedance. Values of constant negative P are represented
594 in the left half pane of the injection impedance plane. The radius of
595 the circles representing constant negative power (positive bus
596 injection) gradually decreases as the absolute value of the power
597 increases. The point of minimum deliverable power (maximum
598 bus injection) occurs at the singular point where the injection
599 impedance is equal to the negative of the line impedance. at this
600 point the receiving end power P goes towards 1. The set of
601 points representing the situation where P is zero, appears as a
602 straight line that satisﬁes R = 0.
603 Fig. 6b shows how the curves of constant Q appear in the com-
604 plex injection impedance plane. The curves for constant Q have a
605 similar appearance as curves of constant P. The circles for constant
606 positive values of Q appear in the upper half plane, where the ra-
607 dius of the circles gradually decreases until the point of maximum
608 positive Q is obtained. The point of maximum Q occurs when the
609 value of the injection impedance is equal to the real conjugate of
610 the line impedance (XLD = XLN and RLD = RLN). The circles repre-
611 senting negative constant values of Q appear in the lower half
612 plane and the minimum occurs at the singular point where the
613injection impedance is equal the negative of the line impedance.
614At the singular point, the value of Q goes towards 1. The set of
615points representing the situation where Q is zero, appears as a
616straight line that satisﬁes X = 0.
617Fig. 7a shows how curves of constant V appear in the injection
618impedance plane. It can be seen that the circles representing
619constant values of V have center points on an imaginary line
620intercepting the origin of the injection impedance plane and the
621singular point where ZLD ¼ ZLN . The set of points where V = E ap-
622pears as straight line that is perpendicular to the same imaginary
623line and intercepts that line in the point where ZLD ¼ ZLN=2. The
624line representing V = E divides the injection impedance plane into
625to half planes, where values of V lower than E appear as circles
626in the half plane containing the origin, while values of V greater
627than E appear as circles in the half containing the singular point
628ZLD ¼ ZLN .
629Fig. 7b shows that the curves of constant voltage phase angle d
630appear as circles in the injection impedance plane. All circles inter-
631cept the origin and the singular point where ZLD ¼ ZLN . The part of
632the circles going in counter clockwise direction from the origin to
633ZLD = ZLN represents positive angles of d (if d is deﬁned to lie in
634the range 180 < d 6 180) while the part of the circle going in
635clockwise direction from the origin to ZLD = ZLN represents the
636points where d is negative.
637Furthermore, it can be noted that the circle where the partial
638derivative @P/@Q = 0 is the same as the circle representing ﬁxed d
639when d = / and d = 180  /. This means that the point of maxi-
640mum deliverable P to the receiving end in Fig. 1 when V and E
641are ﬁxed occurs at d = / and the point of minimum deliverable
642power (maximum injectable power) occurs at d = 180  /.
643Similarly, it can be seen that the circle where the partial deriv-
644ative @Q/@P = 0 is the same as the circle representing ﬁxed d when
645d = 90  / and d = 90  /. This means that the part of the circle
646where d = 90  / represents the points of maximum deliverable
647Q when V and E are ﬁxed, while d = 90  / represents the mini-
648mum deliverable Q (maximum reactive power injection) for the
649same conditions.
6506. Example – analytical load ﬂow for a two bus system
651The derived expressions for the PQV-characteristics can be used
652to provide an analytical solution of the load ﬂow problem for a
653simple two bus system. Choosing the sending end as a reference
654bus, the power ﬂow solution can be analytically determined by
Fig. 5. Curves of constant d in the injection impedance plane. To the left, a plot of the curve of constant d for the special case when d is either 0 or 180. These values of d
appears as straight line, where the part between the origin andZLD represents d = ±180while other parts represent d = 0. To the right, two parts of the same circle represent
two different values of constant d depending of on which side of the line d = 0 the parts are located. Deﬁning 0 6 d0 < 180, then the condition d = d0 is the part of the circle
lying in the left half plane while d = d0  180 is represented by the same circle, just by the part lying in the right half plane.
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655 considering the where the circles of constant P and Q intercept in
656 the injection impedance plane.
657 Eq. (42) describes the curves of constant P as function of E, R, X
658 and h. With values of P and Q speciﬁed, h is known and hence the
659 load impedance values corresponding to the load ﬂow solutions
660 can directly be determined from (42). With the load impedance
661 known, the complex receiving end voltage V can be determined
662 which provides the load ﬂow solution for the system of concern.
663 7. Conclusion
664 Analytical derivation for the mapping of critical and character-
665 istic curves on a three dimensional PQV-surface into the injection
666plane were introduced in this paper. The critical curves of interest
667were those where the partial derivative of the variables P, Q and V
668in respect to each other becomes zero.
669The curve satisfying @P/@Q = 0 represents a maximum receiv-
670able or injectable power at a bus when the voltage magnitude in
671both ends is constant. This limit appears as the circle in the imped-
672ance plane that intercepts the origin and the points where the
673injection impedance was equal the negative of the line impedance
674and equal the complex conjugate of the line impedance. This
675boundary can become useful for determining the maximum power
676that a given generator can inject a node of constant steady state
677voltage magnitude. If an observation of the injection impedance
678for a given generator crosses these limits, the generator is prone
679to lose its synchronism with the rest of the system. In fact, the
(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. Curves of constant active and reactive power in the complex injection impedance plane, with ZLN ¼ ð1\75Þ. Above, curves for P are shown along with the previously
derived curves where the partial derivatives became zero. The values shown are in per unit where Sbase = E2/ZLN. Curves for positive P appear as circles in the right half plane,
where the circle radius decreases as the value of constant P increases until the point of maximum deliverable power is reached (when ZLD ¼ ZLN). Circles representing
negative P (power injection) lie all in the left half plane where the circles radius decreases as the absolute value of P increases until the singular point where ZLD ¼ ZLN is
reached (where P? 1). Below, curves of constant Q (per unit values) are shown where the curves of constant positive Q are represented as circles in the upper half plane
and curves of constant negative Q are represented in the lower half plane. The point of maximum positive Q occurs when ZLD ¼ ZLN while at the singular point ZLD ¼ ZLN
the value of Q goes towards 1.
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680 boundary satisfying @ P/@Q = 0 plays an central role in a real time
681 stability assessment application to be described in a later
682 publication.
683 The mapping of characteristic curves into the injection imped-
684 ance plane are useful when an information a bout a given system
685 condition is to be visualized in a real time application. The knowl-
686 edge of how critical operational boundaries and other characteris-
687 tic curves appear in the impedance plane is useful for obtaining a
688 situational awareness for a given operating condition. The derived
689 curves can illustrate where stability and operational boundaries
690 are located in respect to the observed operating point. In that
691 way an information concerning distance to boundaries of critical
692 operation can be visualized in real time.
693 Furthermore, the analytical derivation of critical stability
694 boundaries in the impedance plane enables a normalization of
695multiple operating points in such a way that the same critical
696boundary applies to all of the normalized points. This results in
697that multiple operating points can be visualized on the same
698screen and held against the same normalized stability boundary.
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